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Our paper critically reviews‘、LifeCycle Costing Technique" as it is used by many private and 
government agencies in their capital assets acquisitions. The paper first presents a thorough 
description of the life cycle costing technique and then analyzes the technique in the light of the 
city of Portland Water Bureau computer systems acquisition before drawing recommendations 
afterwards. 
Market prices as given by the traditional supply and demand phenomenon may mean litle when 
acquiring capital assets and ultimately working on budget estimates.One does not know the 
actual product cost until the asset is replaced. The asset cost is more than just acquiring and 
installing the equipment. The capital asset, after acquisition and installation, stil needs to be 
maintained,operated and eventually upgraded, especially in these days of constant technological 
changes. The list of costs associated with the new equipment is far from being exhaustive. There 
are also training costs or increase in wages following increases in skilled personnel able to 
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operate the new equipment. There are additional advantages associated with the equipment 
which need to be taken into consideration when cost engineering is underway, such as 
convenience value and salvage value which eventually go into the treasury from selling the 
equipment when no longer needed. The costing process should allow management to 
simultaneously achieve efficiency and effectiveness objectives. Private and government agencies 
are already familiar with or at least aware of those purchasing techniques such as guaranteed 
mileage basis in tire purchasing; guaranteed maintenance and buy-back as it was first used by the 
city of Chicago in the purchase of refuse trucks, and more recently, for other equipment1. 
The task is not easy but is necessary to ensure reasonable budget estimates and minimum gaps 
between these estimates and actual costs during implementation. So, unless a dollar value is 
assigned to al these convenient features and equipment cash flow is well worked out, any bid 
process is meaningless to what the product cost would look like and consequently efficiency may 
suffer from this ignorance. 
I. life Cycle Costing Technique Description 
1. What is "Life Cycle Costing''? 
" Life Cycle Costing LCC " is a management tol for decision-making on purchasing enduring goods 
including capital equipments.. It examines and incorporates long-term hidden costs of an item at the 
moment when only the initial sales price is known. For example, in the case of automobile 
purchase, it is said that a initial cost is about 30 or 40% of life cycle cost because the maintenance 
cost is higher than the initial cost. Also life cycle costs are different between various cars. So, if 
we decide to purchase a car only with an initial price information,.we may make a mistake. 
Similarly, a government may make a mistake in purchasing capital equipment using only initial 
cost information. To avoid making this error the government needs to estimate the total cost for 
the total life of the equipment. 
Life Cycle Costing (LLC) may be used for two purposes. First, it can be used to・ evaluate 
competing bids by breaking out operating and energy costs and identify the most.cost effective 
purchase. Second, it can be used to set periormance standards when preparing a bid specification 
with energy efficiency standards along with other requirements. We single out the item that wil 
be cheapest to operate during the equipment's lifetime. 
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2.How to do a life cycle costs analysis 
We are going to assume a government is purchasing capital equipment. To calculate life cycle 
costs, we need to know costs and a lifetime. 
Before explaining cost categories, consider about "life time". The "life time" is not clear. at 
first sight because life cycle is defined by using both physical lifetime and economic lifetime. As 
mentioned earlier, in these times of constant technological progress many goods have a shorter 
economic lifetime than their physical lifetime. For example a PC may be referred to as an old 
"fossil" PC but not an "obsolescent" one because the software but not he hardware is out of 
date. Clearly we need to choose a reasonable lifetime by considering both the economic lifetime 
and physical lifetime of the equipment. 
For the cost category, it is important to consider long-term hidden costs of an item. 
To calculate total costs, we need to know the variety of costs other th an an initial cost or 
acquisition costs. One of these other costs is operating cost. Acquisition costs and operating 
cost should always be determined and included in evaluating a bid. The remaining additional life 
cycle cost categories are Maintenance costs, Failure costs, Training costs, Consumable supply 
costs, Storage costs, Labor costs, Secondary costs and Cost of money. 
The "true cost" then should include the following2: 
1. Acquisition costs -includes the purchase price, sales tax, transportation and installation 
2. Operating cost-includes the energy consumed in operating the equipment. 
1) Maintenance costs-includes both routine and.preventive maintenance 
2) Failure costs-includes down time, rental costs and production losses 
3) Training costs-training personal to use equipment(tuition, time away from job, lodging, 
meals, transportation) 
4) Consumable supply costs-incurred through the use or operating of an item 
5) Storage costs-for the item itself or its repair parts 
6) Labor costs-for operation of an item(wages/benefits, labor to replace items) 
7) Secondary costs-to dispose of by-products of a commodity 
8) Cost of money-includes the interest paid for loans or the interest which could have been 
made had the money been invested elsewhere. 
Following are two examples that utilize " Life Cycle Costing (LLC)" analysis tools for making 
the final decision on which bid to accept. 
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Example 1. A simple case 
-Example of life cycle cost analysis; a case of 15 horsepower electric motor -
Cost/Item Motor from Vendor A Motor from VendorB 
Bid cost $600 $900 
Duty cycle 1,000hrs/year r,OOOhrs/year 
Life 15years 15years 
Efficiency rating 60% 80% 
Energy consumption(kilowatts/hour) 18.64 13.98 
Energy cost(kwhconsumed X 
$.08/kwh X 15,000hours) 
$22,368 $16,776 
Life cycle cost(bid cost + energy cost) $22,968 $17,676 
(League of California Cities, Life cycle Costing, John M:itzer,Jr. (ed.)Practical Financial 
Management,1984,p,166) 
The basic life cycle cost formula is: 
Energy consumed X cost of energy x duty cycle X life = lifetime energy cost 
Lifetime energy cost + acquisition cost = basic life cycle cost 
Where: 
Energy consumed = energy units(kilowatts, therms) 
Cost of energy= dollars per energy unit(cents per kilowatt, therm) 
Duty cycle= number of hours the item operates in one year(i.e.,if a natural gas boiler runs on the 
average of 10 hours per day,100 days per year, the duty cycle is 1,000 hours per year) 
Life = length of time until item needs replacement(i.e.,if air conditioners generally have a life of 
ten years,assuming a duty cycle of 1,000hours per year). 
Thus, the formula used for a natural gas boiler would appear: 
(# of therms/hour) X (Cent/therm) X ・ (#hours) X (#years) 
= ene屯y$$
(Energy$$) + (purchase$$)= basic life cycle cost 
The eight additional cost items may also be included if desired. 
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(League of California Cities, Life cycle Costing, John Matzer,Jr. (ed.)Practical Financial 
Management, 1984,p.168) 
Life cycle cost difference ($22,968 -$17,676)= $5,292 
So, in this case, it is reasonable to choose the machine from VendorB. 
Example 2. A more complicated case. 
Example of life cycle cost analysis: a case of a machine tool -
Machine from Machine from 
Cost/Item 
Vendor A ($, year) Vendor B ($, year) 
Acquisition cost $230,000 $262,000 
直 e lOyears 10years 
Energy cost/ year $11,500 $12,300 
Oil-based medicine cost for 
$3,800 l $1,500 cutting/year 
Scrap disposal cost/ year $3,800 $3,800 
Maintenance cost as planned/ year $8,500 $5,400 
Emergency maintenance cost/ year $4,600 $2,300 
Implement cost/ year $7,700 $11,500 
Air conditioning cost/ year $3,000 $1,500 i 
(Total maintenance cost/ year) ($42,900) ($38,300) I ：
Life cycle cost(Acquisition cost + i 
$659,000 $645,000 
i Total maintenance cost) 
J Resale value(estimated: within lOyrs) $15,000 $23,000 
A machine tool is a huge absorber of energy like a car. In this case, we use several new concepts 
of costs, like an oil-based medicine cost for cutting, scrap disposal cost, maintenance cost as 
planned, emergency maintenance cost, implement cost, air conditioning cost and so on. 
Life cycle cost difference ($659,000-$645,000)= $14,000 
And if we take the resale value into consideration, the difference wil widen, 
$22,000(= $14,000+ 23,000-15,000). 
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So, in this case choosing the machine from VendorB is reasonable釘
3. The nature of LCC, its major advantages and limitations, and key problems or pitfalls 
Life Cycle Costing ・(LLC) is an all-encompassing process that incorporates al the cost advantages 
and disadvantages over the lifetime of the capital asset. This process has several world 
applications that should be addressed in terms of an actual capital asset purchasing process. The 
City of Portland Bureau of Water Works(BWW) has recently purchased a capital asset of a new 
Customer Information System (CIS). We felt that this provides an actual example of purchasing 
procedures that could have benefited from considering life cycle costing. 
3.1 The nature of LLC and its major advantages 
In terms of the Bureau of Water Work's CIS system, Life Cycle Costing (LLC) methods could 
have been advantageous in purchasing this system. In the light of the recent problems with the 
CIS system, this becomes more apparent. Specifically the initial system cost was bid at 6.5 
million4. According to the Wilson group report, by the time the system is fully operational, the 
total startup cost is projected at 9.7million. This dose not include maintenance, system upgrades, 
and basic administrative costs. In this case the advantage of LCC analysis would have given the 
BWW a better idea of al the costs. This would have been useful for getting a generalized idea of 
al the costs that would be associated with a system of this type. 
An example of this would be in training costs, which in the Referral for Proposal (RFP) were 
hardly considered. LCC analysis would have allowed BWW to・include these training costs as a 
major element of the RFP. Another example would be the some of the non-required item on the 
RFP, such as meter diversions, meter hazards,meter reports, and meter locations updates, just to 
name a few items. These reports wil require extra labor on the part of BWW. LCC analysis would 
have allowed these additional costs to be considered in terms of the overall cost of the system. 
The requirements for doing an LCC analysis for the BWW are as follows: 
1) Al alternatives have a common purpose 
2) More than one alternative 
3) Circumstances that enable the calculation or evaluation of costs, effectiveness and benefits. 
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The RFP and the subsequent interview with Ross Walker lead us to believe that this capital 
purchase met the criteria for an LCC analysis. Regardless of where the equipment is purchased 
from, the CIS system has a common purpose. The BWW received several bids so there was more 
than one alternative (five in total). There is enough evidence of the ability to calculate costs, 
measure effectiveness and benefits. 
3.2 Key problems or pitfalls of LCC 
The key problem with an LCC assessment primarily center on vagueness and uncertainty. This is 
due to the primary cost concerns being focused on training and upgrades. 
Training and upgrades are subjected to external forces such as the economic environment and 
employee stability. These subjects factors make determining far-reaching, accurate cost 
projections dificult. These considerations are dificult to convert into empirical numeric figures 
because of the inability to predict how much time training requires. 
m.Conclusion 
Life Cycle Costing is a valuable option when assessing capital purchases. However, it should be 
used.in combination with other. financial tools of analysis. Life Cycle Costing enables the 
purchasing agent to・assess and analyze al costs related to・a purchase over the course of its use. 
The・ City of Portland Bureau of Water Works(BWW) purchasing process for the new Customer 
Information System would have greatly benefited from considering total costs from individual 
proposals. Life Cycle Costing would have allowed the Bureau of Water Works(BWW) to consider 
lifetime costs in this purchasing process. 
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NOTES 
1) William H. Hansell, Jr. in "Practical Financial Management" ;1984 
2) Ibid, p. 166-169. 
3) In the case where we have the same life cycle costs between alternatives, we need a comparison of benefits or 
benefits analysis. In the rare case that we get both same costs and same benefits, we look at the possibility of 
difference of benefits in progress over a time period(for example, 5years, 7years and lOyears,in case of the 
assumed enduring time is 15years). 
4) Interview with Ross Walker, Communications Director of the Portland Water Bureau, March 8,2002. 
